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1.a What problem is the GER solving?

Unlike other carbon credit trading mechanisms, the GER is designed to reflect how the Voluntary Carbon 
Market (VCM) is currently used by carbon offsetters – i.e. those companies that choose to become carbon 
neutral – while also providing them with a mechanism for achieving net zero. 

Many potential buyers in the VCM are paralysed by the unknown. They don’t know what to buy, nor what 
to ask for, and they therefore fear that they may buy the wrong thing at the wrong price. This is because 
the current VCM is confusing, opaque and inaccessible. This paralysis holds back the market’s potential 
for growth, meaning that more offsetting projects aren’t getting the investment they need to get off the 
ground and the day we hit net-zero moves further into the future.

The GER is designed around what carbon offsetters are actually using as well as what they want and need, 
a path to net-zero emissions. The GER is the answer to all of the shortcomings set out above. With a single 
price and listed on multiple exchanges, it provides a transparently priced, cost-effective, readily accessible 
net-zero aligned way to buy, sell and retire carbon credits for offsetters, project developers and investors 
alike. The GER is a physically delivered VER based hybrid offsetting product that adapts to market trends.

1.b What are the GER’s key features?

The GER has the following key and distinguishing features:

• A single, global, transparent offset reference price available on multiple exchanges

• Includes a pre-determined, affordable pathway to Net Zero

• Contains a mix of offsets that reflects evolving market trends

• Available to trade in spot, futures and tokenised forms on a variety of exchanges, globally.

Introducing 
the GER
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1.c What is a GER?

The GER is a single price hybrid offset contract that will be available for trading on exchanges in three 
different time zones, The GER is made up of four underlying components each of which will trade and price 
independently of each other and the GER. Each component represents a grouping of carbon credits. Each 
of these groupings (detailed in 1.d below) is designed to be large enough to sustain a liquid market (i.e. 
many buyers and sellers) so that reliable, competitive and transparent prices can be sustained. Corporate 
offsetters typically buy a mixture of carbon credits from these groupings to manage costs.

Crucially, four components mean four differentiated pricing points (plus a fifth pricing point for the 
GER itself). Price differentiation allows the higher costs of harder-to-reach projects to be met. The GER 
combines these prices into a single price that can be either derived from independent GER trading or a 
weighted average of the four transparently priced constituent components.

1.d What are the GER’s components?

A GER is uniquely made up of a combination of components that are referred to as ‘sub-contracts’ as 
follows:

• Base Carbon Contract (BCC, i.e., renewables and energy efficiency)

• Prime Carbon Contract (PCC, i.e., carbon credits from projects with additional United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goal - SDG - benefits)

• Forestry Carbon Contract (FCC, i.e., carbon reductions from Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land 
Use – AFOLU) 

• Carbon Capture Contract (CCC, i.e., long-lived carbon removals). 

The four sub-contracts will trade and therefore price independently. In combination, the sub-contracts 
make a GER, with a single price.
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1.e How are the sub-contracts combined to make a GER?

The GER is made up from a weighted combination of the GER sub-contracts. Crucially, the GER is not 
setting out to tell the VCM participants what to do. Instead, the GER is designed to reflect, and therefore 
be instructed by, the market. The weightings of the sub-contracts that make up a GER will be determined 
by the proportion of each carbon credit grouping that is retired by the global offsetting community. 

In effect, the GER will therefore be composed of the average corporate retirement. For example, if carbon 
credits from avoided deforestation dominate retirements, the proportion of the GER made up of the 
Forestry Carbon Contract will increase accordingly. However, the GER also sets out a net-zero pathway 
by including a proportion of long-lived carbon removals (via the Carbon Capture Contract) weighted 
according to a pre-determined formula.

From the outset the GER subcontract weightings are as follows:

1.f Why is inclusion of the Carbon Capture Contract so important?

On ‘net-zero day’ (e.g., 31st December 2050 in Europe, UK, US, Japan and in many other countries) long-
lived removals will be the only permissible carbon credit that can be used to offset carbon emissions. 
However, long-lived carbon removals are expensive and the VCM, as its name makes obvious, is voluntary. 
It is unreasonable to expect companies that are in competition with each other to offset their carbon 
emissions with expensive long-lived removals, especially when there is no requirement to buy a particular 
type of carbon credit to claim carbon neutrality. This means that there is a large gap between what is 
needed, in terms of projects and carbon credits, and what can be afforded. 

The GER is designed to bridge this gap by including a small, but growing, proportion of the Carbon Capture 
Contract (CCC). By making the purchase of long-lived removals affordable, the GER stimulates a market 
for, and investment in, hard to reach removals projects. 
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1.g Is the GER a new offsetting standard like Verra or Gold Standard?

No. The GER is based on the existing infrastructure of the global voluntary carbon market because the 
GER’s ambition is to make the VCM less complex.

1.h How does the GER differ from existing products?

The GER differentiates itself from other VCM standardisation initiatives in four main ways:

1. The GER’s objective is to be as inclusive as possible so that confusion about different approaches 
to segmenting the market are minimised. For example, some other initiatives have sought to 
commoditise the VCM by using the CORSIA definition for qualifying carbon credits. The problem 
with this approach is that it captures only a small sliver of the total market, the rules for CORSIA 
are changing and the definition used doesn’t differentiate between the very cheapest and the most 
expensive qualifying carbon credits. This means that buyers can find alternatives that are cheaper 
or of a higher quality and the market standardisation effort is wasted. By including the vast majority 
of available carbon credits, the GER and its sub-contracts allow offsetters and project developers 
alike to know that they can obtain a fair price for a given carbon credit type.

2. The criteria for existing carbon credits to be included in the GER aren’t expected to change. This 
means that the GER will not suffer from problems associated with rolling or restricted vintages, 
such as buyers being lumbered with older carbon credits that no longer qualify for a certain 
contract specification, or sellers not being able to obtain a fair price for older vintages. 

3. The GER is the only publicly priced carbon offsetting product that blends long-lived carbon removals 
with more affordable carbon credits. Companies using the GER for offsetting can therefore claim 
to be on a path to net zero, and do so affordably. It also means that there is, for the first time, a 
reliable market to allow removals project developers to price and sell their product. The GER is 
designed to stimulate the technologies and investment required to help hit net-zero.

4. The GER is designed to increase the transparency of carbon offsetting claims. All underlying carbon 
credits that are retired in the name of the GER will be published on the NZM website. Companies or 
individuals claiming carbon neutrality via the GER will be able to point to that website to evidence 
the carbon credits that have been retired in the name of the GER and, optionally, have their own 
name associated with GER retirements. 
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1.i Who is the GER for?

The GER and its sub-contracts are for everyone: though designed for corporate and individual offsetters, 
its design has also considered project developers, investors and other market participants. In the interests 
of efficiency and transparency, the GER will be listed on exchanges which means it can be traded like 
any other commodity. However, different participants will choose to access the market in different ways, 
such as transacting direct on exchanges, or through offset retailers. While for larger volumes, exchanges 
would be the preferred venue to transact GERs, users will also be able to buy and retire individual tonnes 
via offset retailers such as our partners at Plannet Zero. Like in other commodities markets, all parties 
will have access to publicly available reference prices so that they can determine for themselves if their 
service provider is offering them a fair price. 

In their ‘physical’ form, GERs are tokenised, which opens up the possibility for the purchase, investment 
and retirement of GERs to be available to individuals on more publicly accessible trading platforms. Note: 
the GER is an asset backed digital token, not a cryptocurrency, see below.

1.j How do I get involved?

https://plannetzero.org/
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The GER is:

• A simple, single priced offsetting product.

• Transparently priced with low dealing fees.2

• A hybrid offset. The GER contains a mix of high-quality carbon credits that include renewable energy/
energy efficiency, forestry/agriculture, carbon credits with at least 3 sustainable development goals 
and long-lived removals.

• A path to net-zero. The GER is the only product that includes an increasing proportion of long-lived 
removals.

• Available as a financial future or a simplified spot contract.3

• Future-proof. As the market evolves, so does the GER.

Why should a corporate 
or individual offsetter 
choose to offset with  
a GER?
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2 Wholesale trading fees are capped by the relevant exchanges and typically are <=$0.01 per tonne. Fees charged by 
intermediaries will vary, check publicly available wholesale prices before buying.

3  The GER is available on the ACX exchange meaning that unlike with other platforms, buyers do not need a Verra/Gold Standard/
CAR registry account to trade and retire carbon credits.
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3.a What carbon credits are eligible?

So that the GER accommodates as much of the VCM as possible the vast majority of currently issued 
voluntary carbon credits are eligible to be transacted as part of one or more of the GER sub-contracts. 
Carbon credits from Verra and Gold Standard that are issued in 2013 or later are included. Large hydro, 
nuclear and certain industrial gas processes are the only excluded technologies. The GER has been guided 
by the only major compliance carbon market legislation that relates to offset eligibility – Phase III of 
the EU’s Emissions Trading Scheme. To understand exactly what is and what isn’t included in each sub-
contract, please contact the Net Zero Markets team here. 

3.b Are the carbon credits in a GER of a good quality?

All carbon credits eligible to be traded as part of the GER and the GER sub-contracts must have been 
issued by one of the major, internationally recognised voluntary carbon credit standards. Each of these 
have their own stringent methodologies for verifying that a credit is only issued where a genuine reduction 
in emissions has taken place and is not being double counted. It is crucial to the growth and success of the 
VCM that there is faith in the existing, well established voluntary standard setters. Net Zero Markets 
supports the various initiatives for the further improvement of carbon credit issuance standards. At 
launch the GER includes carbon credits issued by Verra and the Gold Standard. The debate surrounding 
carbon credit vintage remains active, so the GER aligns with the EU’s issuance cut-off at 2013 (see below 
for a fuller explanation). The design of the GER recognises that older carbon emissions reductions can be 
less desirable but also that they have helped the environment for longer.

3.c Why aren’t CERs eligible?

Certified Emission Reductions (CERs) issued by the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change 
were among the first carbon credits produced by emission reduction projects in developing countries. 
They were designed for compliance with the country-specific emission reduction targets set under the 
Kyoto Protocol and as such they are compliance carbon credits. The GER is a product designed to address 
standardisation issues within the Voluntary Carbon Market. It is also the case that CERs have been 
excluded from Mark Carney’s Taskforce for Scaling the Voluntary Carbon Market’s proposed Core Carbon 
Contract.4,5 Furthermore, the data behind CER retirements is not as transparent as that for voluntary 
carbon credits which means that the sub-contract weightings would be hard to accurately assess. In the 
interest of maintaining a transparently administered product that is supported by as much of the current 
VCM participants as possible, CERs are not currently eligible to be traded as part of the GER and the GER 
sub-contracts.

DETAILED GER RULES

Eligibility 
criteria
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4  The Taskforce for Scaling the Voluntary Carbon Market (TSVCM) is now known as the Integrity Council for the VCM (IC-VCM)

5  There is nothing to stop CERs from being accepted by entities wishing to voluntarily offset their emissions and some companies 
prefer them to VERs

https://netzeromarkets.co/the-team/
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3.d Why have you chosen 2013 as the vintage cut-off?

The GER is designed to reflect how carbon offsetters actually use the VCM as well as capture as much 
of the voluntary carbon market as reasonably possible. Older vintages are historically less desired by 
offsetters and thus they attract lower prices, but there is considerable debate about whether this is simply 
a function of the oversupply of the market in general (whereby buyers can be more selective). Another 
perspective is that older offsets should be more valuable (as the earlier an emission reduction takes place, 
the bigger the contribution to abating climate change). If the market was undersupplied, it is Net Zero 
Markets’ view that all carbon credit vintages would price at the same or a very similar level.

It is the case that the methodologies used to measure and issue carbon credits have evolved and improved 
over the two decades since they were first used. Partly in recognition of this, in Phase III of its mandatory 
emissions trading scheme the EU banned use of CERs with vintages older than 2013.  Net Zero Markets 
have calculated that around 85% of currently issued (but not yet retired) voluntary carbon credits, are of a 
vintage younger than 2013 as can be seen in the charts below. It is also the case that carbon offsetters are 
still retiring older vintage voluntary carbon credits (for example, the chart below shows that fewer than 
40% of VERs retired during 2021 were of 2016 vintage or younger) and the number of outstanding older 
voluntary carbon credits is finite, that is, they pale into insignificance when the task ahead is considered. 
Endless debate about the validity or otherwise of vintages and technologies is harmful to the cause. 

Therefore, to be as inclusive as possible and to reflect market trends, the GER compromises by cutting 
off vintage at 2013, in line with the only major compliance carbon market legislation that relates to this 
subject – Phase III of the EU’s Emissions Trading Scheme. The GER has also followed the EU’s lead when it 
comes to excluding large hydro, industrial gases and other technology types that the EU determined were 
unlikely to be additional. 
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3.e Why do forestry projects require additional certification? 

There has been, and continues to be, much debate about the robustness and negative side effects of 
REDD+ forestry-based emission reduction projects. The various carbon credit issuing standards have 
tightened their rules and employ a buffer system to try to address these issues. Projects are also able 
to obtain additional quality certification under either the Climate, Community and Biodiversity Alliance 
(CCBA), Social Carbon or SDG programmes to show that they are doing more to demonstrate their 
environmental credentials. Such certification can be applied for both pre- and post-registration, so it is 
an effective indicator of quality. As demonstrated by the graphs below, the vast majority of issued and 
retired REDD+ carbon credits come from projects that have chosen to obtain additional certification. To 
be traded as part of the GER or the FCC GER sub-contract, at least one of these additional certifications 
is required.

Available Retirements - 2020
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3.f Why are there several different standards; how were they chosen? 

To be part of the GER, carbon credits must be issued according to internationally recognised, reliable, 
trustworthy and transparent methodologies, validation procedures and verification methods. The 
registries on which emission reductions are recorded must be similarly robust, with: 

• clear protocols

• credit issuance and retirement procedures

• legal nature and transfer of units

• validation and verification procedures 

• program governance and transparency and public participation provisions

• open access

There are currently three registries (VERRA, Gold Standard and Climate Action Reserve) which Net Zero 
Markets deem to meet all of these criteria and together account for 95% of available (issued but not yet 
retired) credits and 96% of historical VER retirements.6 

However, because the Climate Action Reserve (CAR) have banned their carbon credits from being used in 
any form of tokenisation, in an effort to curtail certain mis-selling practices, we have temporarily excluded 
CAR carbon credits from inclusion in the GER and from its retirement calculations. It is anticipated that 
CAR will make an exception for ACX’s use of tokenisation as it is solely used to reduce market friction. 

When the exception is granted, it is anticipated that CAR carbon credits will be included in the GER, 
subject to the approval of the GER Supervisory Committee in coordination with the exchanges listing 
the GER. It is worth noting that CAR carbon credits make up a very small proportion of total voluntarily 
retired carbon credits that would qualify for inclusion in the GER (in 2021 this was around 0.6%) and 
therefore their exclusion is not expected to have a material impact on either retirement data or liquidity 
and hence the integrity of the GER.

6   Based on information made publicly available
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4.a How were the sub-contracts chosen?

Like with any commodity market made up of products with varying characteristics (such as coffee and oil), 
each emission reduction project has its own economics and costs and requires a certain minimum price 
for the carbon credits it produces. However, for there to be an efficient, liquid and active market, like with 
coffee and oil, similar types of credits with similar economics must be grouped together, or categorised, 
so that there is always an adequate number of buyers and sellers competing to provide the best price. An 
open, transparent, and competitive process results in the creation of a market price, that all buyers and 
sellers can take advantage of. The GER, via its sub-contracts, gathers together similar types of carbon 
credits in as few categories as possible to promote the highest possible chance of price discovery and 
liquidity while still recognising that different groups of carbon credits have differing supply/demand and 
cost characteristics.

The GER’s subcontract, as set out above, are the BCC, PCC, FCC plus a category for a new and only just 
emerging category, CCC (removals). As can be seen in the charts below (data up to end of 2020), each sub-
contract category comprises a large proportion of the entire voluntary carbon credit market in terms of 
available (issued but not yet retired) as well as retired VERs:

Sub-contracts4S
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Issued but not retired M Mt (to Dec 2020) Retirements M Mt (to Dec 2020)
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4.b What will determine the changing ratio of sub-contracts in the GER?

The GER is designed to reflect market practices and to maximise transparency. Therefore, the weightings 
of the sub-contracts that make up the GER are determined by the market and are based on publicly 
available information. Each January Net Zero Markets will assess the previous year’s retirements of 
qualifying voluntary carbon credits and report these to the GER Supervisory Committee (GER-SC). The 
GER-SC will then agree and publish the weightings. For example, the current GER weightings valid during 
2022, are based on voluntary retirements during 2021.

4.c What methodology is used to determine the weighting that each sub-contract has 
in the GER?

1. Retirement, cancellation and issuance data is first downloaded from participating registries

2. Sub-contract type is established for each project based on the ‘Project Type’ field of each dataset

3. For the Forestry Carbon Contract (FCC), the CCB and Social Carbon status is identified for all 
retirements. Those with neither are excluded from calculations.

4. All retirements of carbon credits with an issuance pre-dating 2013 are excluded

5. Retirements of carbon credits that fit each sub-contract type are summed and the weighting is 
calculated based on the total sum.
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5.a Why are long-lived removals crucial to the development of the VCM?

Net-Zero cannot be achieved without long-lived removals. That is a simple fact, yet removals are currently 
so expensive that demand is low. This creates a Catch-22: low demand means low supply which in turn 
means the world will struggle to reach the scale of investment in removals project capacity needed to hit 
net-zero. The GER is designed to break this cycle. 

Recognising that removals are expensive and scarce, the proportion of removals that make up the GER 
is small to begin with. However, over time the proportion increases rapidly, following a pre-determined 
trajectory to hit 100% by 2050. See the graph below for details of how the removals percentage increases 
over time. The GER therefore establishes a clear route to net-zero for those choosing to retire it for carbon-
neutrality claims: they can buy GERs knowing that they will be achieving net-zero (with 100% removals) 
by 2050. Alternatively, because the GER will likely become increasingly expensive as the removals 
percentage increases, they can redirect the cost of buying GERs used as offsets to other investments that 
will cut their physical emissions.

5.b What is the pre-determined minimum proportion of removals and how might this 
change?

The part of the GER made up of the Carbon Capture Contract is subject to a minimum proportion of 1% 
and will climb, slowly to start with, to 100% by 2050. The graph below sets out how the proportion will 
change over time.

Removals5S
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The main benefit of the GER starting with a small proportion of expensive removals is that the cost of 
carbon offsetting, which is currently a voluntary activity for most companies, remains manageable. By 
including removals in the GER, a market for them is fostered which in turn will help to underwrite the 
investment case for new projects and thereby provide a boost to new projects. 

It is worth pointing out that the GER is designed to adapt to offsetting market trends. If the proportion 
that removals make up of total offsets retired exceeds the GER’s minimum removals requirement then, to 
bring the GER in line with the market, the GER Supervisory Committee (GER-SC) will consider resetting 
the minimum requirement of the GER made up of removals. 

5.c What if there aren’t enough removals credits around?

The GER relies on liquidity in its four sub-contracts to enable reliable and efficient pricing, so to price the 
Carbon Capture Contract (CCC) element of the GER it is imperative that a supply of carbon removals is 
available at all times. Because the market for project-derived removals is very limited at the time of the 
GER’s launch, it is impractical to rely on it being liquid. Therefore, until a liquid and efficient market for 
removals emerges, the GER will allow EU Allowances (EUAs), that trade in the EU’s Emissions Trading 
System, to be used as a proxy for removals.

5.d Why are EUAs allowed in the CCC?

EUAs make a good proxy for removals because the EU has adopted a legally binding net-zero target 
that comes into force in 2050. Therefore, any EUA that is removed from the EU ETS by retirement will 
have the effect of hastening the day that the EU achieves net-zero. So, in effect, the retirement of an 
EUA is equivalent to the retirement of a removal. EUAs are also ideally suited for this purpose given that 
the market for EUAs is the most liquid and efficient carbon market in the world, and the EU ETS’s high 
ambition means that, at the time of launch, they are currently pricing at around $100 per tonne – a price 
high enough to incentivise certain types of long-lived removal.

5.e Which removals technologies and standards are eligible?

The market for carbon removals is a nascent one and there is a general absence of mainstream carbon 
removal standards. The most promising immediate removal technology, for which there are emerging 
methodologies, is biochar. As soon as it is available, and subject to approval from the GER Supervisory 
Committee, the GER will allow carbon removal carbon credits issued by biochar projects registered with 
Verra. More standards and methodologies will be included over time, subject to approval by the GER 
Supervisory Committee. 
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5.f Why aren’t forestry and other agricultural projects eligible for the Carbon Capture 
Contract (CCC)?

The vast majority of carbon credits derived from forestry projects come from projects that avoid emissions. 
Amongst forestry projects, only afforestation could count as a removal. However, the science tells us that 
afforestation does not necessarily lead to reduced global warming, and trees are vulnerable to fire and 
logging which makes their long-term carbon storage abilities uncertain. Therefore, for offsetters to be 
able to make credible net-zero claims, the GER will restrict eligibility to long-lived carbon removals with a 
carbon storage lifecycle of 100+ years. It is also the case that the world has a finite afforestation capacity. 
These factors preclude afforestation from qualifying for the CCC element of the GER. 

5.g How will removals eligibility change over time?

The Carbon Capture Contract (CCC) will include removals from biochar, as it is a reliable and reasonably 
well understood technology that has the potential to scale. It is anticipated that, over time, more removals 
project types will be added to the list of carbon credits that will be eligible for the Carbon Capture 
Contract. It is crucial that the removals included in the GER are real removals (i.e. they come from projects 
that are sucking CO2 out of the atmosphere) and that the bodies issuing carbon credits for removals are 
recognised and credible. The GER Supervisory Committee will regularly review new methodologies and 
new standards and adjust the eligibility criteria accordingly. 
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6.a Where are they listed?

GER sub-contracts (BCC, FCC, PCC and CCC) can be traded on the Air Carbon Exchange (ACX) platform 
and will be available on other venues over time. The  GER  itself  can  be  traded  on  a  spot  basis  on  
ACX  and as a futures contract on EEX Group’s US-based Nodal Exchange, with a European listing on 
EEX scheduled for 2023. It is also possible to trade the GER and its sub-contracts on an over-the-counter 
(OTC) basis with permitted brokers and intermediaries.

6.b Is it possible to trade the sub-contracts individually?

Yes.

6.c How is the GER delivered?

The GER is a hybrid carbon offset and can be delivered in tokenised form or as a basket of physically 
delivered carbon credits. The tokens trade on ACX while EEX and Nodal’s futures contracts are physically 
deliverable in the form of a basket of credits. Until at least February 2023, it will be possible to unwind 
tokenised GERs acquired on ACX into their underlying carbon credits. Thereafter, once tokenised, the 
GER will remain in token form to be traded or retired. The ability to take delivery in tokenised or physical 
credit form gives the buyer flexibility to choose.

6.d Do GERs have a vintage?

No. GERs from different years with different sub-contract weightings are designed to be fully fungible. 
This is to ensure a transparent and liquid market can develop. Differentiation by vintage (and the other 
common barriers to liquidity in the VCM: technology, location, standard, quantity) are the antithesis 
of liquid and transparent markets. For example, if the GER had a vintage, by 2050 there would be 28 
different types of GER. Simplicity is the key to a successful and efficient market that can deliver maximum 
investment into emissions projects. The GER’s fungibility allows traders to buy and sell GERs confident 
that when created they met the GER specification and that the purchase will be free from vintage and 
technology derived price constraints in the future.

6.e Why is there a minimum contract size of 1,000 tonnes?

The voluntary carbon credit market registries are set up to work in whole tonnes, i.e. carbon credits are 
indivisible. However, the GER is made up of four underlying sub-contracts, in different proportions. To 
‘make’ a GER it is necessary to combine whole tonnes of the underlying subcontracts, therefore GERs 
must be made in batches of 1,000 tonnes. Not only does this solve the problem of indivisibility of carbon 
credits but it fits the existing models of the financial exchanges. Exchanges are the beating heart of 
liquid and transparent markets and minimum contract sizes are commonplace to ensure standardisation 
and liquidity. A minimum contract size of 1,000 tonnes is standard across all current emissions trading 
exchanges. Whilst exchange traded GERs will have a minimum contract size, it will be possible to buy 
smaller volumes on the OTC market, allowing offsetters the flexibility to buy the exact volumes they 
require.

Trading in GERs 
and sub-contracts
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7.a What is an ‘electronic warehousing receipt’?

In the case of the GER and its sub-contracts, an electronic warehouse receipt, or token, is a unique unit 
of information recorded on a blockchain. Minting a token means publishing it on a blockchain, which is a 
digital ledger that provides proof of ownership and allows the token – in this case, the GER and its sub-
contracts - to be created and traded. In the case of the GER and its sub-contracts, every token issued is a 
so-called asset-backed token, i.e. for every token there is an underlying carbon credit held in trust until 
the token (and underlying carbon credits) are retired. The ability to track the creation and movement of 
immutable tokens assists transparency and participation in the voluntary carbon market. GER and sub-
contract tokenisation is the method employed by ACX. The blockchain used by ACX is Polygon.

7.b Is tokenisation mandatory for participation in GER trading?

No. A GER is a basket of qualifying carbon credits that conforms to the rules for the proportions of 
the different types of carbon credit. In the case of the GER trading on a traditional futures exchange, 
settlement is made by the delivery of a qualifying basket of carbon credits via their associated registries. 
However, thanks to the tokenisation inherent to ACX’s platform, a qualifying basket of carbon credits 
can be used to create a GER token and delivery can be simplified. When tokenised, a GER can exist as a 
distinct, hybrid offset. 

7.c What are the benefits of tokenising carbon credits?

Because the Voluntary Carbon Market has a number of different standards (e.g. Verra, Gold Standard), 
that each have their own registries, trading in voluntary carbon credits requires access to multiple 
registry accounts. Opening these registries can be onerous and expensive. ACX’s business model neatly 
overcomes this particular barrier to entry and lowers the cost of market participation. ACX have opened 
their own registry accounts, into which carbon credits are deposited by their members and held in trust. 
Each carbon credit is immediately tokenised and it is these tokens that are freely traded on the ACX 
platform, outside of the registries, by exchange members. 

Should a buyer wish to take delivery of the underlying carbon credits, ACX will reverse the tokenisation 
process on request. Use of the blockchain in this way facilitates efficient and cost-effective trading with 
a permanent, distributed, ledger of every transaction. As an exchange with low overhead and transaction 
costs, facilitated by the blockchain, the ACX platform is accessible to more market participants, for example 
project developers and corporate offsetters, which results in a fairer and more inclusive market.

Electronic 
warehousing
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A further benefit of tokenisation is that it is feasible for a digital token to be sub-divided into smaller quantities, 
for example a few kilograms to offset a single taxi journey. This flexibility becomes particularly useful  
when considering that a single GER representing one tonne is made up of a mixture of different offset types. 

To be clear, because the offsets remain unretired and directly linked to the tokens representing them, this 
type of tokenisation is different to the tokenisation of retired offsets that was recently outlawed by both 
VERRA and ACR.

7.d How will tokenisation of the GER work?

Qualifying carbon credits sent to ACX are converted into sub-contract tokens (this process is referred 
to as ‘minting’). At the traders’ request, and subject to the ownership of sufficient quantity and type, the 
sub-contract tokens can be ringfenced and GER tokens can be minted (in quantities that are at least 1,000 
GERs or a whole multiple of 1,000 tonnes). By minting GERs in quantities divisible by 1,000 the proportion 
of a GER that is made up of a single sub-contract can be a fraction of one percent.

7.e Is the GER a crypto currency?

No, the GER takes the form of a token backed by carbon credits or it can be a physically deliverable basket 
of four different types of carbon credits (for example, in the case where GERs become deliverable via 
futures contracts). In tokenised form the GER is an asset backed smart contract based on the blockchain 
(Polygon). 

7.f Can I trade the GER on Binance/Coinbase/Kraken etc?

The opportunity for standardised Polygon-backed carbon credit tokens to move ‘off-exchange’ from 
ACX to freely trade on retail platforms such as Binance and Coinbase is a tantalising proposition that has 
the potential to democratise the Voluntary Carbon Markets via the GER. It is anticipated that GERs will 
ultimately be made available to the general public in this way. 

7.g Can I convert a GER back into individual carbon credits?

Yes. In at least 2022 it will be possible to convert GERs back into their sub-contracts and the sub-contracts 
back into their underlying carbon credits. This is to allow early investors to have the confidence to 
participate in GER trading from the outset. However, to avoid the problem of having a new vintage every 
year, which would cause there to be 28 different types of GER by 2050 which would splinter liquidity, and 
to allow all GERs, whenever they are minted, to be fungible in the interests of maximising liquidity, it is 
expected that conversion will be unavailable once liquidity in the GER has taken off. The GER Supervisory 
Committee will consider various measures of liquidity and will signal to the market in advance when it will 
make GERs irreversible. 
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7.h How will I know what carbon credits are in a tokenised GER that I buy?

In the voluntary carbon markets there is a widespread perception that buyers need to know precisely 
where each of their carbon credits are coming from, even when they are issued by established and trusted 
voluntary carbon standards. This perception, often reinforced by carbon offset retailers up-selling the 
benefits of individual projects, is the single biggest impediment to the scaling of the VCM. This is because 
it creates a barrier to entry into offsetting activities; either an offsetter must become an expert in the 
VCM or they risk paying too much. 

In its tokenised form the GER seeks to solve this particular problem by carefully specifying which carbon 
credits and carbon credit issuing bodies qualify but not the specifics of the carbon credits that make up 
each GER. This is a compromise that is required for the voluntary carbon markets to have any chance of 
being transparently priced, the most important feature of any market that wishes to scale. Other recent 
attempts at standardising the VCM have taken a similar approach. However, full disclosure of the carbon 
credits that make up retired GERs will be made, on a market-wide basis. 

On GER retirement the underlying carbon credits will be automatically retired. Every carbon credit retired 
in this way will be reported on the NZM website so that GER retirements as a whole can be scrutinised, 
rather than individual offsetting activities. Companies making carbon neutral claims by retiring GERs will 
be able to point to the collectively retired carbon credit portfolio on the NZM website. In this way claim 
transparency is increased because every carbon neutral claim made via a GER retirement will be backed 
by a publicly disclosed carbon credit retirement. For carbon offsetters this approach provides safety in 
numbers; not only will everyone using GERs be making the same claim to retired carbon credits, but the 
risk of reliance on one individually selected project that is subsequently found wanting is negated by 
retirement of a portfolio of carbon credits. 

However, in the case of physically delivered futures, buyers will get to see what they have bought and, as 
described above, until the market for GERs is sufficiently liquid, tokenised GERs will be capable of being 
converted into their underlying carbon credits should the buyer wish to do so. 
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8.a Why does the GER need a Supervisory Committee (GER-SC)? 
 
The GER is made up of a dynamic basket of the underlying GER sub-contracts.  The relative weighting of 
these sub-contracts changes to reflect market usage of carbon credits (i.e. retirements in the previous 
year) and an increasing proportion of carbon removals. This re-weighting process needs to be carefully 
overseen and implemented and this is the main role of the GER-SC.  The GER-SC will convene annually 
to perform the re-weighting and more frequently on an ad hoc basis, if necessary. Because the VCM is an 
evolving market the GER and its components may need to be adjusted from time-to-time to accommodate 
changes, for example by accepting new carbon credit standards. The GER-SC’s core aim is to maximise the 
efficiency of the market for GERs and to minimise disruption.

 

8.b What is the GER-SC?
 
The GER-SC is a committee which meets at least annually to perform the reweighting of the GER described 
in the previous question.

8.c Who sits on the GER-SC? 
 
The GER-SC committee will be comprised of representatives from Net Zero Markets, each exchange 
hosting the GER and/or any of its sub-contracts for trading and (over time) representatives from such 
other organisations selected by NZM (e.g. NGOs) as will enhance the integrity and reputation of the GER 
and the re-weighting process.

 

8.d What changes can the GER-SC make? For example: what if the market runs out of 
one type of carbon credit?
 
Ordinarily, the GER-SC will perform the mechanical role described above of re-weighting the sub-
contracts making up the GER by reference to (i) the different types of credits actually retired over the 
prior reference period and (ii) a pre-determined increasing proportion of carbon removals. In exceptional 
circumstances, the GER-SC is empowered to add a new sub-contract to the GER (e.g. where a new distinct 
category, with sufficient liquidity, emerges), remove an existing sub-contract (e.g. where that particular 
category of carbon credits has run out), add a new offsetting standard and adjust qualifying methodologies. 

8.e How will changes to the GER be implemented?
 
When the GER-SC has completed its reweighting review, the results will be notified by Net Zero Markets to all 
platforms hosting the trading of the GER and/or any of its sub-contracts. The implementation of the changes 
will be synchronised across all the exchanges to ensure that all exchanges’ members have simultaneous  
access to the reweighted GER. This will ensure that fungibility of the GER is preserved at all times.

Setting the GER rules; 
the GER Supervisory 
Committee
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9.a How do I use a GER for offsetting my emissions?

GERs in tokenised form can be retired just like any other carbon credit. Offsetters that retire a GER will be 
retiring the underlying carbon credits linked to the GER. This can be done automatically on ACX through 
the retirement (or in blockchain parlance ‘burning’) of GER tokens. In the case of physically delivered 
futures a GER based carbon neutral claim can be made by retiring the constituent parts in the correct 
ratios and informing Net Zero Markets of the details of the retirement so that they can be published on 
the website. As set out above, for an initial period tokenised GERs may be unwound into the constituent 
carbon credits. However, in time, the ability to unwind a tokenised GER will be removed and, subject to 
registry approval, the sub-contract carbon credits will automatically be retired as a new GER token is 
minted.

9.b How can I demonstrate carbon neutrality by retiring GERs?

NZM will provide a publicly accessible log of all the GERs retired. This log will show how many GERs have 
been retired and where requested, by whom, but not the detail of the underlying carbon credits that make 
up individual GER retirements. Instead, all underlying carbon credits that are retired via the GER will 
be listed together on the NZM website. Carbon offsetters will be able to point to the pool of offsets as 
evidence of what they, in combination with others that choose to use the GER for carbon offsetting, have 
retired. 

9.c Can I choose which projects’ credits are in my GERs?

If bought on a public platform, no. The ability to pick and choose would defeat the objective of the GER: 
standardisation and fungibility. GERs can be created using any carbon credits that meet the contract 
specifications for the four sub-contracts in the required ratio. However, it is possible, through suitably 
accredited partners, to create a GER with specific carbon credits meeting the contract specification in the 
correct ratio should the buyer wish.7

GERs for 
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7    The GER™ name can only be used by companies with an agreement with Net Zero Markets. To be eligible to use the name GER, 
offsetters will additionally have to submit retirement data to Net Zero Markets for publication on its website.
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9.d What if I want to use a higher proportion of forestry/Gold Standard/removals etc. 
for my offsetting?

The four sub-contracts will trade independently of the GER. Buyers are therefore free to purchase carbon 
credits from those sub-contracts in whatever proportion they wish for the purpose of offsetting. The 
sub-contract tokens can themselves be retired (or burned) and the underlying carbon credits that meet 
the contract specifications will be automatically retired on their respective registries. This ensures that 
offsetters still have the choice to support certain project types in preference to others, should they wish. 

However, a bespoke weighting will not qualify to use the GER name, instead offsetters must refer to the 
appropriate GER sub-contract.

9.f How does the GER ensure delivery of a net-zero pathway?

Hitting a clearly defined net-zero pathway is a key feature of the GER and gives offsetters complete 
confidence that their yearly GER retirements are net-zero aligned. The GER is made up of four sub-
contracts, one of those being removals. Over time the percentage of removals required to create a GER 
will increase such that by 2050 it will be 100% removals and 0% avoidance. The increasing share of 
removals is crucial to create a manageable glide-path for achieving net-zero.
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10.a Is the GER an index?

No, a GER is a physically delivered basket of qualifying carbon credits that conforms to a set of rules for 
the proportions of the different types of carbon credit. However, it is anticipated that use of the GER as a 
marker for VCM prices will develop over time.

10.b Is the GER available as an ETF / other financial product?

The GER can be traded as a future on both the EEX and Nodal exchanges. It can be traded as a digital token 
on the AirCarbon Exchange. We will announce other platforms that will provide access to the GER and 
related financial products in due course. 

10.c What are the prospects for the price of a GER?

The VCM has gone through a major change in the last 12 months that has resulted in sharply rising 
interest in owning carbon credits and consequently a rise in prices. There are two features of the GER that 
may cause investor interest in the VCM to increase: commoditisation and the prospect of a product that 
contains an increasing proportion of carbon removals over time that is fungible with GERs from earlier 
issuances with fewer removals. 

10.d Is there any independent research on the VCM?

The usual commodity research services (e.g. banks and commodity analysis companies) are starting to tackle 
the VCM but they don’t typically make their analysis public. Some good sources of information include:

Ecosystem Marketplace (general information and news plus an annual market report): Ecosystem 
Marketplace - Making the Priceless Valuable
Trove Research (Voluntary Carbon Market: 2021 In Review And 2022 Outlook, Future Size Of The 
Voluntary Carbon Market): Trove Research (trove-research.com)

10.e Where can I buy and sell GERs?

In addition to the trading platforms discussed in these FAQs, it is possible to buy GERs (for offsetting 
purposes only) on the Plannet Zero website here. 

10.f Is the GER idea patented, and name trademarked?

Net Zero Markets has applied for the GER to be patented. As such its status is patent pending. The name 
has been trademarked in multiple jurisdictions. The use of the concept and/or name of the GER can be 
licensed from Net Zero Markets.

GERs for 
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https://plannetzero.org/
https://trove-research.com/research-and-insight/voluntary-carbon-market-2021-year-in-review-and-2022-outlook/
https://www.ecosystemmarketplace.com/
https://www.ecosystemmarketplace.com/

